
Data Integration and Analysis Platform



Overview

 What is LabSpeed?:
 An affordable, advanced data automation and 

analysis application
 Provides a common workspace regardless of 

instrument type or data format
 Optimizes daily work with workflow templates
 Saves time and resources
 Increases data accuracy
 Centralized database for all instrument data
 Integrates with other enterprise systems such as ELN, 

LIMS, etc.



Most Popular LabSpeed 
Features

Automation (Auto Exporting and RT Append)
 Limits table
Reports
Subset Elements and Element Order
User Entered Data
Trend Charts
Formulas
SPC
 21 CFR Part 11
Summary table
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Database Sample Search

Advance Database Search capability. Search for samples by Date/time, filter search results, select 
Element Subset and Element Order. Resulting in just the samples you need for analysis.

Date / Time Search Subset Element and Element Order
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Automation (Monitor)

Table View - Automatic Export

Access DB

Automation Export and Automation Append

The export criteria can be defined so that you export just the 
samples types you need to the destinations appropriate for 
the samples type.

Multiple Automation Monitors can be run to export other 
sample types to different destination as needed.

SQL Server DB

AS400 DB
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CSV File

Excel File

Oracle DB



LabSpeed

Automation (Monitor)

Report View – Automatic Export and Print
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Auto Print Auto Export to PDF



LabSpeed

Automation (Monitor Append)

Table View

Chart View

Assign the append count to set the number of samples to display. 
Automatically updates all views with the latest samples applying limit checking, 
formulas etc on each new sample
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LabSpeed Charting

 Charting
 LabSpeed has extensive 

charting capability
 You can create many 

different types of charts 
for data visualization and 
analysis

 Standard and Statistical 
charts, for trending, limits, 
SPC, RCharts, XCharts, 
etc.

 Predictive Standards SPC 
Feature
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LabSpeed SPC

Sigma Chart (with USL, LSL and CPK)
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LabSpeed SPC

X Chart and R Chart
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LabSpeed SPC

Histogram Chart



Formulas and User Entry

Formula Example: Green is a formula column, Light Blue is a formula column that supports user input / edits

Final Percent Formula - round( ([Element_LBS] + [Main_Charge_Percent]) / [../../total_heat] * 100 , 2 )
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Summary Table

Table View with Summary
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LabSpeed Reports

 Reports
 Unique reporting engine
 Allows for simple drag & drop actions to create specialized reports
 Simple to use



LabSpeed Report Designer



Benefits

 Saves Time
 A Lab can spend anywhere 

from 2 to 4 hours per week, 
per shift or person, manually 
working with their data.

 LabSpeed reduces this to 
just a few minutes or 
completely automated.

 Achieving ROI in a short 
period of time and beginning 
to save you money.



LabSpeed Conclusion

 Data acquisition from laboratory instruments saved to a 
SQL Server database for archiving and advanced database 
search capabilities

 Automation to automatically export samples to ERP, LIMS 
systems or export locations such as melt decks

 Powerful toolset with end user designers putting you in 
control

 Saves significant time and resources
 Decreases or eliminates errors
 Critical, real-time analysis, insight and data sharing
 Solve problems and eliminate multiple legacy systems
 Easy to learn and become immediately productive
 Superior support
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